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ABSTRACT : Agriculture as a primary sector continues to play a dominant role in increasing the
growth and development of Indian economy and it is important to revitalize the agricultural sector, for
which agricultural investment flow is necessitated in the agriculture sector. In order to increase the
investment flow to agriculture sector, institutional credit has contributed greatly right from the ‘Green
Revolution Period’. Agricultural credit helps farmers to go for short-term credit for purchase of high
cost inputs and other services and for making investment on capital assets with the support of long
term credit facility. Further, for adoption of new technological inputs and enhancing farm productivity
farm finance becomes inevitable. Probit model was used to find out the impact of credit on technology
adoption. The probit analysis was done between short term borrowers, growing tissue culture
(technology adopter) and conventional varieties of growing banana (technology non adopter).
Independent variables included in the model were: age, education, experience, amount of credit
borrowed, family size, number of extension contacts, farm size ,total farm income and distance to
formal and informal financial institution probit model was used for evaluating the factors determining
adoption of tissue culture banana- a new technology in banana cultivation among sample respondents.
The co-efficient of credit amount borrowed was 0.05 which implied that increase in credit amount by
one unit would increase 5 per cent in the probability of adoption of tissue culture technology. The
marginal effect of credit amount borrowed was 0.36 which showed that an unit increase in the amount
borrowed would result in 36 per cent increase in technology adoption. And also the study found out
that Increase in farm income and extension agency contact have positive effect on technology adoption.
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